
Council   Meeting  
June   10,   2020   start   at   7:05   with   prayer  

 
Action   Steps:  

● Prepare   statement   to   congregation   stating   that   we   are   continuing   to   meeting   virtually  
(Amanda,   send   out   to   council)  

● Check   status   on   calvary   building-   (Nancy   and   deacons)   
 

In   attendance:   Mark   Michalovic,   Sarah   Rody,   Dan,   San   Juan   Jones,   Amanda   Esh   Bouwman,  
Elaine,   Sheldon   Rich,   Nancy   Geryk,   Rebecca   Weber,   Bryan   Geib,   Katie   Tan,   Ethan   Tan,   Pastor  
Lorie   Hershey,   Brenda   Rich,   Matt   MacNeil,   Jeff   Knightly,   Carol   Burhman,   Nathan   Vader   Wyse  

 
Amanda:   The   purpose   of   this   meeting   is   to   discuss   when   to   start   in   person   meetings   and   if   that  
will   be   impacted   by   Pastor   Lorie’s   Sabbatical.  
 
Dan:   We   know   more   but   not   enough.   Just   because   it   looks   better   doesn’t   mean   we’re   at   the   end.  
There’s   not   good   evidence   of   long   term   immunity   and   this   will   not   be   resolved   quickly.   This   is   a  
long   process,    we   should   not   push   the   process.   We   should   keep   expectations   in   check.  
 
Nancy:   One   thing   is   that   singing   is   a   super   spreader,   this   makes   me   very   cautious.   We’re  
probably   going   to   wear   a   mask   for   a   long   time.   The   thought   of   wearing   a   mask   in   the   chapel   in  
the   summer   without   air   conditioning   or   even   for   the   whole   church   service   would   be   difficult   for   a  
lot   of   people.   
 
Sheldon:   Trustees   met   for   the   first   time   in   two   months.   A   couple   of   things   will   impact   going  
forward.   They’re   taking   their   cues   from   the   city   and   the   state.   Deep   cleaning   of   the   building   is   in  
process.   They   are   significantly   cleaning   the   building.   The   accessible   bathroom   is   in   progress.   All  
bathrooms   will   be   single-use.   Larger   Methodist   church   says   the   church   will   be   a   masked  
building.   There   will   be   sanitation   stations.   They’re   trying   to   figure   out   what   kind   of   capacity   the  
building   can   handle.   They   are   installing   a   fan   system   to   circulate   air   in   the   chapel.   Only   one  
window   in   the   chapel   can   be   opened.   We   probably   will   have   to   keep   doors   open.   Calvary   is  
upgrading   wifi   and   camera   security   across   the   building.   Regular   users   will   want   better   wifi   for  
streaming   services.   Some   discussion   of    insurance   liability   for   Calvary   and   users.   There   will   be  
a   CCCC   meeting   shortly.   Continue   to   make   full   payments   not   raised   at   the   Calvary   meeting.   
 
Lorie:   It’s   helpful   to   know   some   of   the   details   about   what   it   will   look   like.  
 
Sheldon:   They’re   paying   attention   to   all   the   right   things.   Nothing   was   left   out.  
 
Ethan:   Not   helpful   to   solely   focus   on   what’s   happening   locally.   
  are   no   travel   restrictions   across   state   lines.   
 



Mark:   The   whole   world   has   thrown   out   the   old   metrics   and   benchmarks   but   that   one   made  
sense.   Those   benchmarks   should   be   taken   into   account.   
 
Jeffrey:   The   discussions   for   my   choral   group   is   there   will   be   two   years   before   we   are   getting  
together   and   rehearsing   again.  
 
Lorie:   Tim   MJ   said   singing   is   very   important   for   our   congregation,   
 
Sarah:   Some   people   don’t   want   to   come   back   without   a   vaccine   
 
Rebecca:   What   do   we   need   to   have   in   place   to   come   back.   In   the   yellow   phase   we   can’t   come  
back.   At   the   very   basic   we   have   to   be   in   the   green   phase.   Political   leaders   are   concerned   with  
economic   issues.   If   we   can’t   move   back   to   Calvary,   is   there   a   way   to   meet   in   an   alternative  
way?  
 
Brenda:If   we   get   together   and   we   have   masks   on,   I   think   that's   protective.   We   could   have  
church   outside.   
 
Dan:   Masks   are   not   100%   effective.   They’re   not   medical   grade.  
 
Sarah:   It   would   make   sense   to   poll   the   congregation  
 
Elaine:   Is   the   idea   to   come   up   with   a   method   on   deciding   to   reopen.   
 
Amanda:   We   are   seeking   guidance   since   Lorie   will   be   gone   over   the   summer.   Maybe   we   should  
wait   until   the   green   phase   and   then   consider.   
 
Ethan:   Governor   will   make   the   green   phase   in   a   few   weeks.   We   should   not   put   it   up   for   a   vote.   
 
Matt:   People   like   to   have   a   voice.   We   don’t   need   to   do   what   the   majority   of   the   people   want   to   do  
even   if   we   poll   the   congregation.   A   lot   of   people   probably   don’t   feel   comfortable   coming   back.  
The   poll   would   be   more   of   a   dialogue.   We   should   be   aware   of   the   church’s   feelings.   Economic  
and   political   factors   are   why   we   are   moving   phases.   There   are   people   who   are   feeling   lonely.   Is  
there   some   way   to   have   a   group   gathering   for   people   with   need?   
 
Lorie:   Pastoral   team   has   been   looking   at   creating   more   small   groups,   we   may   be   a   hybrid  
society   for   a   while.   Pastoral   team   would   take   on   small   groups.   Elders   have   split   up   people   to  
check   on   them.   Small   groups   can   find   ways   to   meet   up   together.   
 
Sheldon:   We   should   not   focus   on   when   we   can   meet   again   in   person.   Church   does   not   stop  
being   church.   We   should   reinforce   what   we   have   together.   Social   group,   small   groups   meeting  
outside.   In   the   next   few   months   we   can   be   creative   in   how   we   can   connect   with   each   other.  
 



Nancy:   Breakout   rooms   are   fun   because   they   are   a   surprise.   Break   out   rooms   help   people   help  
us   feel   connected.   
 
San   Juan:   I   feel   uncomfortable   with   small   group   meet   ups.   
 
Dan:   Smaller   groups   means   smaller   contact   network   but   still   has   risk,   if   people   are   meeting   with  
other   people.   The   contact   network   is   always   bigger   than   you   think   it   is.   Church   has   to   talk   to  
people   about   the   risks   they’re   willing   to   accept.   Covid   is   not   like   a   cold,   this   would   endanger  
people.   And   we   can’t   eliminate   risks   by   meeting   in   small   groups.   We   have   to   make   sure  
everyone   is   on   the   same   page.   
 
Lorie:   It’s   interesting   to   think   about   how   small   groups   get   coordinated.   Every   group   doesn’t   need  
to   meet   in   person.    We   can   ask   people   what   they   are   comfortable   with.   
 
Katie:   I   am   feeling   tension   in   wanting   to   hear   from   the   church   and   making   actual   good   health  
decisions.   I   will   probably   have   to   go   back   to   work   in   July.   I   don’t   know   how   many   people   I’ll   be   in  
contact   with.   It's   not   just   small   groups   that   I’d   be   in   contact   with   people.   There   were   protests,  
work,   and   public   transit.   Even   trying   to   limit   contacts,   people   will   be   in   contact   with   lots   of   people.   
 
San   Juan:   People   in   the   community   have   compromised   immune   systems.   I   see   it   as   binary.  
Small   groups   will   lead   to   more   people   getting   together   and   leaving   people   out   who   cannot  
participate  
 
Rebecca:   Speculation   about   the   fall…  
 
Dan:   We   don’t   know,   we   assume   it   will   be   a   lot   worse   in   the   fall,   there   will   be   a   resurgence   in   the  
fall.   It’s   difficult   to   know.   There   are   environmental   factors.   
 
Amanda:   
Should   we   put   out   a   statement   saying   we   are   closed   indefinitely   and   not   meeting   before   Lorie  
comes   back.   We   have   more   of   a   focus   on   virtual   small   groups.   
 
Nathan:   Maybe   we   should   provide   safety   guidelines   for   people   who   are   meeting   if   we   are   still   not  
meeting   to   reduce   risks.   
 
Lorie:It's   not   our   decision   right   now.   We   cannot   go   into   the   building.   Faith   related   groups   are  
considered   essential,   in   a   building   that   are   not   all   faith-based.   We   have   to   wait   on   Calvary.   
 
Sheldon:   Calvary   cannot   make   decisions   unilaterally.   They   are   waiting   on   the   governor   and   state  
to   make   decisions.   It’s   an   old   building   and   there   are   a   lot   of   things   to   consider.   Even   if   we’re   in  
the   green   phase,   it's   not   a   given   that   Calvary   can   meet   state   standards.   We   need   to   focus   on  
the   needs   of   the   church   in   the   situation   we’re   in.   Keeping   in   contact   with   each   other.   We   can  



crowdsource   ideas   from   the   congregation.   We   can   FIgure   out   a   way   to   be   church   and   make  
policies.   
 
Sheldon   is   happy   to   put   out   a   statement   with   Nancy.   CCCC   will   have   input   from   the   larger   user  
group.   
 
Lorie:   Council   should   let   the   congregation   know   what   we’re   thinking.   Let   them   know   about   the  
state   of   the   building.-tell   them   about   single   use   bathroom,   air   circulation   
 
Sheldon:   Building   use  
 
Lorie   goes   in   when   she   forgets   something  
 
Rebecca:   A   deacon   goes   once   a   week  
 
Amanda   will   do   draft   statement  
 
Elaine:   We   should   not   articulate   timing   with   regards   to   sabbatical   because   sabbatical   is   not   how  
we’re   making   the   decision.   The   elders   are   reaching   out   to   people.   
 
Amanda:   Elders   can   check   in   with   people   to   find   out   how   people   are   feeling  
 
Matt:   Are   many   asking   when   we’re   going   to   reopen?   
 
Amanda:   No   one   has   asked   but   I   am   wondering   if   it   will   change   in   the   green   phase.  
 
Lorie:   Same  
 
Ethan:   Same  
 
Matt:   Don’t   need   to   wonder   when   we’ll   reopen   but   how   do   we   meet   the   needs   of   the  
congregation.  
 
Jeff:   Haven’t   talked   about   rent.   We're   looking   at   least   6   months   paying   for   full   use   of   the   building.  
Should   we   be  
 
Sheldon:   I   think   probably   CCCC   will   have   the   discussion.   We’re   looking   at   balancing   the   need   to  
support   Calvary   and   cutting   off   the   nose   to   spite   our   face.   What   income   will   they   need   for  
deferred   maintenance?   I   suspect   issues   need   to   be   looked   at   by   other   users.  
 
Nancy:   PPP   was   awarded.   The   plan   is   for   the   employees   to   do   a   lot   of   work   on   the   building.  
How   much   work   is   going   to   be   going   in   the   building   to   support   what   we   want   to   have   happen  
when   we   get   back?   A   CCCC   meeting   is   supposed   to   be   soon   but   not   scheduled.   



 
Lorie:   I’m   not   sure   how   much   they   got   for   PPP.   
 
Rebecca:   PPP   covers   two   months   of   payroll.   
 
Nancy:   PPP   won't   last   for   a   long   time.   
 
Elaine:   Important   to   note   that   there   was   a   lot   of   support   for   Calvary,   I’m   uncomfortable   for  
removing   support   for   Calvary.   We   should   support   the   building   if   we   see   it   as   community.   We  
should   consider   that   water   and   electricity   are   not   used.   
 
Sheldon:   We   also   have   avoided   costs.   Giving   is   still   pretty   good.   We’re   not   incurring   some  
costs.   
 
Rebecca:   There’s   not   a   lot   of   change   in   spending   
 
Jeff:   I’m   not   suggesting   we   forgo   all   rent.   There’s   the   possibility   of   half   rent  
 
Matt:   We’re   currently   paying   daycare   but   our   child   is   not   there.   It   secures   the   spot.   What   other  
options   do   we   have?   The   scary   reality   is   to   not   have   a   spot.  
 
Sheldon:   If   we   continue   to   pay   full   rent   we   can   look   at   it   as   an    investment.   We   can   ask   what   can  
we   expect   when   the   building   comes   back.   There’s   a   whole   list   of   things   that   need   to   be  
addressed.   What   do   we   get   for   that   payment?   What   can   we   expect   in   6   months?   There   is  
demand   for   the   building.   
 
Elaine:   CCCC   or   Calvary   have   not   made   overtures   about   reduction   in    rent.   
 
Nancy:   CCCC   did   have   a   discussion.   CCCC   said   they   still   had   a   lot   of   expenses.   Expenses   did  
not   go   away   for   CCCC.   They   are   looking   at   hardships   on   case   by   case   basis.   CCCC   expects  
rent   to   come   in   to   put   money   into   the   building.   They   primarily   talked   about   repairs.   
 
Sheldon:   CCCC   does   not   have   a   large   endorsement,   they   need   the   rent.    CCCC   and   Calvary  
need   to   be   more   transparent.   Users   should   expect   full   disclosure.   
 
Lorie:   Sheldon   and   Nancy   can   bring   voice   of   transparency   to   meeting.  
 
Carol:   Sounds   like   we   can   use   our   rent   as   leverage   for   a   plan   in   writing.  
 
Sheldon:   That’s   not   unreasonable.   We   can   go   back   to   them   and   say   we’ll   pay   full   rent   and   what  
we   expect   to   see.    We   would   like   greater   transparency   from   CCCC  
 
Nancy:   I   would   like   to   see   what   has   been   done.   



 
Lorie:   Can   the   deacons   and   Nancy   look   around?   Nancy   is   a   representative   and   I   would   like   her  
to   see   it.   
 
Nancy:   I   don't   want   to   look   checking   up   on   them.   I   would   like   Mel   to   come   too.   I   would   like   to  
know   what   he   would   recommend.   
 
Amanda:   Deacons   and   Nancy   will   look   at   the   building.  
 
Nancy:   I   will   email   Jeff   to   create   a   time.  
 
Lorie:   Having   Calvary   as   mediator   is   part   of   the   problem,   the   structure   hasn’t   changed.   The   new  
pastor   cannot   be   the   contact.   
 
Sheldon:   Calvary   needs   to   meet   the   core   group   of   users.  
 
Elaine:   Can   you   check   on   the   falling   plaster   addressed   in   the   stairwell?  
 
Jeff   and   Nancy   agree   to   meet.  
 
Meeting   adjourned   at   9:31.  
 
 
  
Action  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


